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2022-1726
Officer Involved Critical Incident - 15266 Gilchrist Rd., Mt.
Vernon (L)

Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Interview with Officer

Involves:Involves: DPD Ofc. (S)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 09/08/2022

Activity Location:Activity Location: FOP Copper Lodge Hall - 6800 Schrock Hill Court, Columbus, OH
43229, Franklin County

Author:Author: SA John P. Tingley, #154

Narrative:Narrative:

On Thursday, September 8, 2022, at approximately 1403 hours, Ohio Bureau of
Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) John Tingley (Tingley) and SA Andy
Russell (Russell) interviewed Dublin Police Department (DPD) Officer 
( , who was accompanied by Nicole Wannemacher, attorney from the Fraternal
Order of Police (FOP) Ohio Labor Council (OLC). The interview took place at the FOP
Copper Lodge Hall, which is located at 6800 Schrock Hill Court, Columbus, Ohio. The
interview was audio recorded.

Officer was presented with the BCI Criminal Investigation Notification form;
which he read, understood and signed.

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author to be of the most
relevance to the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and
answers from the interview. Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the
reader’s overall understanding of the information elicited during the interview and
may not be reflective of the actual sequencing of questions, nor is it a word-for-word
translation of either the questions or answers. It is suggested that the full recording
be reviewed to clarify any content or contextual questions regarding the information
from the interview.

Preliminary and Demographic InformationPreliminary and Demographic Information::

Name:Name: Rank:Rank: Officer
Badge Number:Badge Number: Cruiser/Vehicle Number:Cruiser/Vehicle Number: N/A
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Radio Call Sign:Radio Call Sign: N/A Immediate Supervisor:Immediate Supervisor: Sgt. Diaz
Radio Channel Utilized:Radio Channel Utilized: SO21 Mobile Data Terminal:Mobile Data Terminal: N/A
Cruiser Description:Cruiser Description: Bearcat - Armored Occupants of Cruiser and SeatingOccupants of Cruiser and Seating

Positions:Positions: N/A
Assignment:Assignment: Patrol & SWAT Normal Shift:Normal Shift: 1400 - 0000
In-Car Camera:In-Car Camera: N/A Spotlight:Spotlight: N/A
Emergency Lights:Emergency Lights: N/A Siren:Siren: N/A
Shift Day of Incident:Shift Day of Incident: 0700 - 1500 Duty Status:Duty Status: SWAT
Days Off:Days Off: Saturday & Sunday Prior Overtime or Extra Details withinPrior Overtime or Extra Details within

Preceding 48 Hours:Preceding 48 Hours: No
Hours of Sleep Prior to Incident:Hours of Sleep Prior to Incident: Unsure Consider Self Well Rested?:Consider Self Well Rested?: Yes
Total Length as Officer:Total Length as Officer: 26 Length at Current Agency:Length at Current Agency: 18 Years
Physical Disabilities (to include hearingPhysical Disabilities (to include hearing
aid):aid): None Corrective Lenses:Corrective Lenses: No

Uniform Worn:Uniform Worn: Tactical
Equipment and Less-Lethal OptionsEquipment and Less-Lethal Options
Carried on Person/Belt/Vest:Carried on Person/Belt/Vest: Rifle
magazines, Radio

Ballistic Vest:Ballistic Vest: Outer Carrier/Tactical Body Worn Camera:Body Worn Camera: Yes
Other Recording Devices:Other Recording Devices: No Partner:Partner: Tactical Team
Injuries:Injuries: None Equipment Damage:Equipment Damage: None
Training or Areas of Specialty:Training or Areas of Specialty: SWAT, CIT OPOTC Certification:OPOTC Certification: Yes
Military Experience/Training:Military Experience/Training: No Use-of-Force Training:Use-of-Force Training: Yes

Prior Shooting Incidents:Prior Shooting Incidents: No Prior Discipline or Use-of-ForcePrior Discipline or Use-of-Force
Complaints:Complaints: No

Medications, Prescriptions or Drugs thatMedications, Prescriptions or Drugs that
might Impair Your Duties at Time ofmight Impair Your Duties at Time of
Incident:Incident: No

Medications, Prescriptions or Drugs thatMedications, Prescriptions or Drugs that
might Impair You Now for Interview:might Impair You Now for Interview: No

Officer’s Firearm(s)Officer’s Firearm(s)::

Weapon #1Weapon #1

Make:Make: Sig Sauer Model:Model: MCX
Caliber/Gauge:Caliber/Gauge: .223/5.56 Serial:Serial:
Type:Type: Semi Auto Rifle Method of Carry:Method of Carry: Sling
Magazine Capacity:Magazine Capacity: 30/Loaded to 28 or
29

Total Rounds as Carried (includingTotal Rounds as Carried (including
chamber):chamber): 29

Discharged During Incident?Discharged During Incident? Yes Primary or Backup Weapon:Primary or Backup Weapon: Primary
Rounds Remaining After Incident:Rounds Remaining After Incident:
Unknown

Number of Rounds Fired:Number of Rounds Fired: 5-7

Right/Left-Handed Carry:Right/Left-Handed Carry: Right Ownership:Ownership: DCSO
Last Qualification Date:Last Qualification Date: 2022 Type of Holster, if any:Type of Holster, if any: N/A
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Ofc. read a written statement that he had prepared prior to his interview. After
Ofc. read his statement, agents asked several additional questions related to
the incident. A summary of that information from the written statement is detailed
below.

Ofc. stated that on August 20, 2022, at approximately 0059 hours, he received
a Delaware Tactical Unit (DTU) call-out for an incident in Knox County, Ohio. He was
further instructed to proceed to the Knox County Sheriff's (KCSO) Office located at
11540 Upper Gilchrist Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Upon his arrival at the KCSO, he stood by while other DTU and other tactical teams
arrived, including several arriving in armored vehicles. During this time, he learned
that the Wilhelm's owned approximately 100 acres of property with a fence around the
property.

Ofc. advised that sometime before dawn, the DTU and other tactical teams
went to a staging location at 21718 Danville-Amity Road, which was a short distance
from the Wilhelm property on Gilchrist Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. He was also made
aware that the Ohio State Highway Patrol (OSHP) helicopter and a drone were over the
property, with the drone providing a live feed. Ofc. was assigned to a DTU team
in a Bearcat, that also included a KCSO SWAT deputy.

Ofc. stated that around 0600 hours, the DTU team deployed in the Bearcat and
went to an area approximately one half mile north of the entrance to the Wilhelm's
mother's residence located at 15266 Gilchrist Road. While there, he watched the live
drone feed and monitored the OSHP helicopter on a spare radio. Around 0730 hours,
he watched as the girlfriend of one of the Wilhelm brothers left the property and
walked south until she was contacted by the OSHP tactical team.

Ofc. continued by advising that shortly before 0800 hours, he was monitoring
the drone feed and observed Bradley Wilhelm, who was wearing a dark jacket, outside
of his mother's residence. Several minutes later, he observed Randy Wilhelm exit the
residence wearing a camouflage shirt and carrying a scoped rifle. Approximately 10
minutes later, he watched as the Wilhelm brothers moved a propane tanker truck into
position, blocking the driveway to the mother's residence.

By approximately 0900 hours, Randy and Bradley Wilhelm had left the Gilchrist Road
property for Randy Wilhelm's residence, which is located at 15159 Monroe Mills Road,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Ofc. stated that his DTU team was then assigned to travel to the mother's
residence on Gilchrist Road and attempt to contact the mother; and, if possible, move
her to a place of safety. The DTU Bearcat drove through the locked gate at the
driveway and proceeded to the residence, parking on the east side of the residence
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with the Bearcat facing north. While other team members attempted to contact the
mother, Ofc. positioned himself at the rear driver's side of the Bearcat, taking a
position between the Bearcat and the residence, where he began monitoring the
property to the east.

Ofc. advised that after a few minutes, he heard gunfire from the southeast. He
heard over radio traffic that the "suspects" [Wilhelm brothers] had fired at the DTU
BATT armored vehicle and that the BATT was backing away from Randy Wilhelm's
residence. He heard more rounds being fired, which he knew to be from the suspects,
as the tactical teams all had suppressed weapons. He heard over the radio that the
BATT's windshield had been hit multiple times by gunfire and was moving to get out
of the line of fire. He then heard that the DTU MRAP vehicle was needed at the Monroe
Mills Road location and observed the MRAP leave the Gilchrist Road property.

Ofc. stated that just a few minutes after the MRAP left, he heard radio traffic
advising that the Wilhelm brothers had left the Monroe Mills Road residence in a ATV
side by side, and they were heading towards his team's position. He stated that he was
in a kneeling position, while DTU team leader Lieutenant was standing above
him. Ofc. was watching the tree line and heard the ATV approaching. He then
observed the ATV approaching the tree line, and he called out, "I got them," to let the
team know he had a visual of the ATV.

Ofc. advised that he then observed the suspects in the ATV come through the
tree line at a high rate of speed on the ATV. The ATV then turned sharply to the west
and Ofc. observed the passenger begin to raise up a rifle. He then heard a loud
boom, at which point Ofc. began firing. He also heard Lieutenant firing
his rifle. Ofc. then saw that the ATV had stopped and he called out that the ATV
and occupants were no longer moving.

Ofc. kept his rifle on the suspects while waiting for the drone to fly over;
however, he saw no movement from either of the suspects. A few moments later, the
MRAP drove over to the ATV, followed a few moments later by the OSHP Bearcat. Once
it was determined that the suspects were no longer an immediate threat, Ofc. 
walked to Gilchrist Road to await transport back to the command post.

Ofc. stated that he believed that he fired five to seven shots at the suspect in
the front passenger seat of the ATV. He heard other rounds being fired while he was
firing and heard rounds being fired after he had stopped firing. Ofc. advised
that he did not know if the suspect fired a round at the DTU officers but he did hear a
loud boom prior to firing.

Ofc. then stated, "At the time I fired my weapon at the suspect, I do not believe
I had any other reasonable alternative to protect my life and the lives of the other DTU
members who were by the Bearcat...They fired multiple rounds during this
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incident...They fired at the OSP helicopter and several minutes before this incident
they fired multiple high-caliber rounds at the Marysville BATT." He continued, "I
believed the suspect had either just fired at us or was about to fire at us and it is at
that moment that I fired my weapon at the suspect. I truly believe the suspect
intended to kill or seriously injure me or another member of the DTU team. I fired my
weapon to protect myself and the other DTU members from the suspect's deadly
threat of firing his rifle at us."

SA Tingley then gave Ofc. a Google map photo of the property around the
15266 Gilchrist Road residence and asked him to mark his position and the position
of the ATV. Ofc. took a pen and marked the photo as requested and then
signed the document.

SA Tingley then asked if Ofc. s actions were consistent with his training and
experience; Ofc. replied, yes.

The interview was then concluded at approximately 1422 hours.

This interview was audio recorded. The audio recording, written statement, signed BCI
Criminal Notification form and signed photo/diagram are all attached to this case file.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: 2022-1726 BCI CRIMINAL NOTIFICATION FORM
Attachment # 02: 2022-1726 WRITTEN STATEMENT
Attachment # 03: 2022-1726 DIAGRAM
Attachment # 04: 2022-1726 STATEMENT - INVOLVED

.
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